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This section of the FEDERAL REGISTER
contains editorial corrections of previously
published Presidential, Rule, Proposed Rule,
and Notice documents. These corrections are
prepared by the Office of the Federal
Register. Agency prepared corrections are
issued as signed documents and appear in
the appropriate document categories
elsewhere in the issue.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Bureau of Land Management
[UT–020–1020–00]

Pelican Lake/Ouray National Wildlife
Refuge Plan Amendment;
Environmental Statement
Correction
In notice document 98–6686,
beginning on page 12819, in the issue of
Monday, March 16, 1998, in the DATES
section, in the last line, ‘‘March 16,
1998’’ should read ‘‘April 15, 1998’’.
BILLING CODE 1505–01–D

OFFICE OF PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT
Science and Technology Reinvention
Laboratory Demonstration Project at
the U.S. Army Research Laboratory
(ARL)
Correction
In notice document 98–5426
beginning on page 10680, in the issue of
Wednesday, March 4, 1998, make the
following correction:
1. On page 10687, the note to the table
should read:
‘‘*Administrative Pay Band III includes two
full performance levels because not all work
assignments in band III will support
movement to the top of the band. Positions
that typically support the higher salaries
perform non-supervisory work associated
with formulating programs and policies with
laboratory-wide scope and impact. Other
positions perform supervision of operating
level programs in one or more administrative
fields. In order to move beyond the
equivalent of the GS–12 Step 10 salary, duty
and work assignments must satisfy the
highest level of the criteria in the
classification standard for this pay band.’’.

2. On the same page, in the first
column, starting in the fourth line,
remove:

‘‘assignments in band III will support
movement to the top of the band.
Positions that typically support the
higher salaries perform non-supervisory
work associated with formulating
programs and policies with laboratorywide scope and impact. Other positions
perform supervision of operating level
programs in one or more administrative
fields. In order to move beyond the
equivalent of the GS-12 Step 10 salary,
duty and work assignments must satisfy
the highest level of the criteria in the
classification standard for this pay
band.’’.
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